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Abstract
Star identification is the foundation of star trackers, which are used to precisely determine the attitude of spacecraft. In
this paper, we propose a novel star identification approach based on spectral graph matching. In the proposed approach, we
construct a feature called the neighbor graph for eachmain star, transforming the star identification to the problemof finding the
most similar neighbor graph. Then the rough search and graph matching are cooperated to form a dynamic search framework
to solve the problem. In the rough search stage, the total edge weight in the minimum spanning tree of the neighbor graph
is selected as an indicator, then the k-vector range search is applied for reducing the search scale. Spectral graph matching
is utilized to achieve global matching, identifying all stars in the neighbor circle with good noise-tolerance ability. Extensive
simulation experiments under the position noise, lost-star noise, and fake-star noise show that our approach achieves higher
accuracy (mostly over 99%) and better robustness results compared with other baseline algorithms in most cases.

Keywords Star tracker · Star identification · Graph matching · Pattern recognition

Introduction

Motivation and related works

Star tracker, a precise device used to determine the attitude of
spacecraft, is one of the most extensively adopted celestial
navigation instruments [33,34]. Star tracker completes the
attitude measure through three procedures: star centroiding,
star identification, and attitude calculation, amongwhich star
identification is the fundamental component for attitudemea-
surement. In terms of the applied field, there are two types of
star identification tasks, recursive case (some prior attitude
information is available) and lost-in-space case (no prior atti-
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tude information is available) [33]. In this paper, we focus
on the more general lost-in-space case.

Star identification is faced with two major difficulties.
First, the large scale of catalog stars brings a heavy burden
to star identification [33]. Second, the position noise, lost-
star noise, and fake-star noise in stellar images are caused
by imaging noise, optical distortion, and unexpected inter-
ference light, making star identification more challenging
[23]. To overcome these difficulties, lots of star identification
algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms could be
roughly classified into two classes, subgraph-isomorphism-
based ones and pattern-based ones.

The subgraph-isomorphism-based algorithms establish a
graph by viewing each star as a vertex and the angular sepa-
ration between each star-pair as an edge. The graph obtained
from the stellar image is a subgraph of the entire graph, thus
star identification could be completed by seeking the most
similar subgraph. The triangle algorithm [24,30] and itsmod-
ifications [5,14] utilize different search techniques to search
the triangle subgraph. The pyramid algorithm [26] uses a
permutation approach to select four stars to form a pyramid
subgraph, decreasing the possibility of mis-identification.
Wang et al. [35] encodes the triangle angular separation to
integers and uses the hashmap to search the database directly.
However, existing subgraph-isomorphism-based algorithms
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are susceptible to the position noise. Also, these algorithms
complete the identification by integrating the matching of
star-pairs. Hence, these algorithms could not achieve global
matching.Here globalmatchingmeans that all observed stars
should be viewed as a whole and be identified through only
one operation.

The pattern-based algorithms extract a pattern for a main
star, then identify the main star by searching the most sim-
ilar pattern in the database. The grid algorithm [29] and its
modifications [17,22,28] divide the stellar image into grid
cells to form a pattern. These algorithms rotate the stellar
image using the alignment star to keep the consistency of
the grid pattern. However, the choice of the critical align-
ment star could be easily confused by the noise, resulting in
identification failure even mis-identification. Singular value
decomposition (SVD) based star identification algorithms
[12,13] treat the singular values as the pattern.K–L transform
is used in [42] for rough matching, and a star walk step is
performed to identify stars. [32] combines the hamming dis-
tance and Spearman correlation, increasing the identification
efficiency. [20] uses image normalization and the Zernike
moment to extract more invariant pattern features. [8,31]
adopt neural networks to classify the extracted grid patterns.
References [11,36] directly view the stellar image as a pat-
tern and identify themain star through the convolution neural
network (CNN). However, the above-mentioned approaches
highly rely on the measured star magnitude whose accuracy
is relatively low, increasing the variance of matching results.

Recent years have witnessed the growing attention on
graph-based approaches [15,16,38,41]. Graph-based star
identification algorithms have also emerged. Reference [9]
uses the 2D Voronoi space partition to separate observed
stars into its own polygon to generate a feature graph for star
identification. However, the algorithm could only achieve
star identification when the matched two feature graphs have
the same number of vertices. Reference [10] adopts the ant
colony algorithm to generate an optimal path as a feature for
star identification, but it does not utilize more useful graph
structure information directly.

Graph matching algorithms [4,6,7,18,37,39,40], as a kind
of graph-based approaches, are developed to establish the
correspondences between two sets of features. Each set of
features is viewed as a graph by taking features as vertices
and regarding the relationships of features as edges. Graph
matching algorithms establish vertex correspondences using
the affinity matrix that encodes both vertex similarity and
edge similarity between two graphs. The graph matching
could be formulated to a quadratic assignment program [1],
subjected to one-by-one correspondence constraints (each
vertex in one graph corresponds at most one vertex in
another graph). This is known to be NP-hard, so it is often
solved approximately by relaxing the constraints and finding
local optima. Typically, there are two types of approxima-

tion methods, double-stochastic approximation methods and
spectral approximation methods. Double-stochastic approx-
imation methods [7,37,39] achieve quite accurate matching
results with relatively more time consumption, while spec-
tral approximation methods [6,18,40] are faster with a little
sacrifice of accuracy.

Graph matching is promising for star identification beca-
use of its two properties. First, all vertex correspondences
between two graphs could be obtained through only one
operation. Second, graph matching could match two graphs
with different vertex numbers. Therefore, graph matching
could bring two advantages to star identification. (a) global
matching. All observed stars could be viewed as a whole and
be identified through only one operation. (b) noise-tolerance
ability. The lost-star noise and fake-star noise change the
star number in the stellar image, which is solvable using
graph matching. Thus the noise-tolerance ability could be
improved.

Contribution

To overcome the weaknesses of existing star identification
algorithms, we propose a novel star identification algorithm
based on graph matching. We summarize our contributions
as follows:

– We propose a novel star identification algorithm based
on graph matching. To our best knowledge, we are the
first to introduce the graph matching algorithm to star
identification. Our algorithm achieves global matching in
that all observed stars are viewed as awhole and identified
through only one operation, while traditional approaches
could only match a few stars like a triangle or a pyramid.
Our approach also has a good noise-tolerance ability.

– We propose a dynamic search framework that views the
accuracy as the first target, and minimizes the time con-
sumption as much as possible with the premise of high
accuracy. Essentially, this framework formulates star
identification as a bi-level optimization problem where
the lower level is concerning the accuracy, and the upper
level is the minimization of time consumption.

– Our approach achieves quite high accuracy (>99%
mostly), and significantly outperforms classical algo-
rithms including the pyramid algorithm [26], modified
grid algorithm [17] and one-dimensional vector pattern
algorithm [22] in simulation experiments under the posi-
tion noise, lost-star noise, and fake-star noise.

Organization

In the next section, we formulate the star identification
problem into a graph matching optimization. The proposed
approach including database generation, rough search, graph
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matching, and dynamic search framework is described in
detail in the following section, followed by the simulations
and experiment results in the next section. The characteris-
tics of the proposed algorithm are discussed in the following
section. Finally, the conclusion is given in the last section.

Preliminaries and problem formulation

Preliminaries

Star catalog The star catalog we use in this paper is Smith-
sonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) [27] star catalog,
which contains visual magnitude and position information
of catalog stars. For a catalog star i , the visual magnitude
mi measures its brightness, and its position is expressed as
(αi , βi ), where αi is the right ascension and βi is the decli-
nation in the celestial sphere reference frame (Fig. 1).

Angular separation The angular separation is used to mea-
sure the distance between two stars. We denote the angular
separation between star i and j as θi, j (Fig. 1).

Stellar image A stellar image is generated from the star
tracker equipped in spacecraft (Fig. 14) or a star tracker sim-
ulation platform (Fig. 3a).

Weighted graph A graph is defined as G = (V , E), where
V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. If edges in E have
been assigned weights, then G is a weighted graph. If every
vertex-pair in V is connected by an edge in E , then G is a
complete graph.

Adjacency matrix The adjacency matrix is a square matrix
used to represent a graph. For a specified weighted graphGI ,

Fig. 1 Celestial sphere reference frame

the adjacency matrix is denoted as AI (i, j) = ai j , where ai j
is the weight of edge i j .

Minimum spanning tree The minimum spanning tree (MST)
is a subset of edges of a connected, weighted, undirected
graph that connects all vertices together, without any cycles
andwith theminimumpossible total edgeweight. For a spec-
ified graphGI with adjacencymatrix AI (i, j) = ai j , its total
edge weight of MST is denoted as wI = ∑

ai j , where edge
i j belongs to MST of GI .

Problem formulation

Given a stellar image and a star catalog, our goal is to
establish the correspondences between observed stars in the
stellar image and catalog stars. Star identification is a fea-
ture search andmatching process. Certain predefined features
are extracted for the stellar image. These features could be
geometry, like a triangle [24,30,35] or a pyramid [14,26],
or a matrix, like the grid matrix [17,28,29], or a vector, like
the singular values [12,13]. A database composed of some
selected catalog stars together with their extracted features
is generated (see “Database generation”). Star identification
algorithms match features extracted from the stellar image to
features of database stars and find the best matching result.
Then some observed stars could find their correspondences
to database stars through the best matching result.

To identify stars in the stellar image through graph match-
ing, we predefine a feature called neighbor graph. As shown
in Fig. 2, an observed main star I in the stellar image
is selected first. Then its neighbor graph GI is generated
through viewing the observed stars as vertices, the angular
separations of star-pairs as weighted edges (see “Database
generation”). Every database star could be viewed as a
databasemain star J , and its neighbor graph is denoted asGJ .

Graph matching aims to establish vertex correspondences
between GI = (VI , EI ) and GJ = (VJ , EJ ). For example,

Fig. 2 Graph matching between neighbor graph GI of stellar image
and database neighbor graph GJ . The red arrows indicate vertex corre-
spondences. Vertex k in GI is caused by fake-star noise, so it does not
have correspondence in GJ . Thus GJ corresponds to the subgraph G ′

I
(the solid portion) of GI
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in Fig. 2, the graph matching result is that the vertex I , i, j ∈
VI correspond to the vertex J , i, j ∈ VJ , respectively. Vertex
k ∈ VI does not have correspondence in VJ since it is caused
by fake-star noise. A matching error function is proposed
to evaluate the graph matching result (see “Spectral graph
matching”). Naturally, the database neighbor graph GJ that
has theminimummatching errorwithGI is the bestmatching
result. Then some observed stars establish correspondences
to database stars using the best matching result.

A rough search is applied for reducing the search scale
because matchingGI to all database neighbor graphs is quite
time-consuming. One unique and noise-tolerant indicator of
the neighbor graph is required in the rough search. The total
edge weight of MST is such kind of suitable indicator of
the neighbor graph because it represents the scale of the ver-
tex number, remaining relatively stable under different noise
conditions. We calculate wI (the total edge weight of MST
of GI ), and denote the uncertainty of wI as Δw. The rough
search aims to find a candidate main star set SI satisfying

SI = {J |wI − Δw ≤ wJ ≤ wI + Δw}. (1)

After the rough search, the scale of SI is much smaller than
the scale of database stars. Therefore, the search scale is
reduced dramatically.

In summary, star identification is formulated to the rough
search and graph matching. The identification result is the
neighbor graph that has the minimum matching error. Since
Δw varies in different cases in practice, the rough search and
graph matching is operated under a dynamic search frame-
work. The rough search, graph matching and the dynamic
search framework are described in detail in “Algorithm
description”.

Algorithm description

Database generation

The SAO star catalog [27] we use is an official version pub-
lished by Astronomical Data Center, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), which could be down-
loaded via [2]. Since this official version is first established
in 1979, it has been continuously used by global researchers,
indicating its high reliability. In this paper, the highest visual
magnitude available detected by the star tracker is set to 6.0.
There are 4489 visible stars in the SAO star catalog. These
visible stars serve as database stars because a database is
generated using these stars through graph theory.

Each database star could be viewed as the main star, so a
database containing 4489 main stars together with their fea-
tures is generated. A database main star J has two features,
wJ (the total edge weight of MST) for the rough search and

Fig. 3 The generation of the neighbor graph and MST. (1) Select the
main star J and draw its neighbor circle with radius r . (2) Generate the
neighbor graph GJ of J by viewing stars as vertices and viewing angu-
lar separation between star-pairs as weighted edges. GJ is a complete
weighted graph (every star-pair is connected by an edge, and the edge
weight is indicated by the length). (3) Generate the MST of GJ through
Kruskal algorithm [3,19] for rough search

AJ (the adjacencymatrix) for the graphmatching. The gener-
ation of the neighbor graph and its MST is illustrated as Fig.
3. Each database main star J is projected into the image cen-
ter first. Then centered on J , the circle with radius r is called
neighbor circle, and the stars located in the neighbor circle
except the main star are called neighbor stars. The main star
and neighbor stars constitute a graph GJ by viewing stars as
vertices and viewing angular separation between star-pairs as
edges. We callGJ the neighbor graph of J .GJ is a complete
graph, indicating the position information of observed stars
is fully exploited. The angular separation θi, j between star i
and star j could be calculated through

θi, j = arccos(vli · vlj ),

where vli is the unit vector of star i in an inertial based coor-
dinate system [21], and it could be calculated using its right
ascension αi and declination βi . Similar for vlj . GJ could be
viewed as a weighted graph by treating θi, j as the weight of
edge i j . Then the adjacency matrix AJ of GJ is generated
through AJ (i, j) = θi, j . AJ serves as a feature of the cor-
responding main star J for the graph matching. We adopt
Kruskal algorithm [3,19] to search the MST of GJ and then
calculatewJ .wJ also serves as a feature of the corresponding
main star J for the rough search.
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Rough search

After a stellar image is obtained through the star tracker,
a main star I is selected and its two features, wI (the
total edge weight of MST) and AI (the adjacency matrix),
need to be generated. First, the centroid pixel coordinate
of each observed star is derived through star centroiding
[21]. To fully exploit the position information of observed
stars, the neighbor circle should fall into the image frame as
much as possible. Thus, the star nearest the image center is
selected as the main star I . Then the stars falling into the
neighbor circle are selected as neighbor stars. The angular
separation θi, j between star i and star j could be calculated
using

θi, j = arccos(vsi · vsj ),

where vsi is the unit vector of star i in a star tracker-based
coordinate system [21], and similar for vsj . Finally, wI and
AI are generated using the method described before.

As shown in Fig. 4, the rough search is carried out in
the database. Assume that the uncertainty of wI is Δw.
The rough search aims to find a candidate main star set
SI containing all database main stars J whose wJ satisfies
wI − Δw ≤ wJ ≤ wI + Δw. The k-vector range search
[25] is a quite fast range search algorithm. It is only need
several calculations to find the elements in the target range
no matter how large the scale of the searched database is.
The rough search utilizes the k-vector range search to obtain
the candidate main star set SI . Therefore, wI has the pos-
sibility to correspond to wJ of main stars J in SI . Also,
the main star I and its neighbor stars have the possibility to
correspond to main stars J in SI and their neighbor stars,
respectively.

Fig. 4 The framework of rough search. The MST generation is the
same as Fig. 3. The edges in MST are weighted edges, whose weights
are indicated by their length. The k-vector range search [25] takes the
MST generated through the stellar image and database main star set as
inputs and outputs the candidate main star set SI

Spectral graphmatching

The graph matching is used to establish vertex correspon-
dences between a neighbor graph GI = (VI , EI ) obtained
from the stellar image and a database neighbor graph GJ =
(VJ , EJ ). We adopt the spectral graph matching algorithm
[18,40] because it is a quite concise and efficient graph
matching algorithm with only a little sacrifice of accuracy
compared with the double-stochastic approximation meth-
ods. The spectral graph matching framework is shown in
Fig. 5. First, an affinity matrix KI ,J is constructed to repre-
sent vertex similarity and edge similarity between GI and
GJ . Then the unit principal eigenvector γI ,J of KI ,J is
viewed as the confidence of the possible vertex correspon-
dences. Finally, the permutation matrix PI ,J representing
vertex correspondences are derived through a binarization
and reshape technique and the matching error δI ,J is calcu-
lated.

Denote the vertex number of GI ,GJ as nI ,nJ , respec-
tively, then the nI nJ ×nI nJ affinitymatrix KI ,J betweenGI

and GJ is constructed as follows. First, the representation of
vertex and edge similarity in KI ,J is described. The diagonal
entries of KI ,J represent the vertex similarity. For example,

Fig. 5 The framework of spectral graph matching. The neighbor graph
generation is the same as Fig. 3. The spectral graph matching algorithm
[18,40] takes the neighbor graph GI of the stellar image and database
neighbor graph GJ as inputs and outputs the vertex correspondences,
which are indicated by the red arrows. Thus GJ corresponds to the
subgraph G ′

I (the solid portion) of GI
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KI ,J (i j, i j) is the similarity between vertex i ∈ VI and ver-
tex j ∈ VJ . The non-diagonal entries of KI ,J represent the
edge similarity. For example, KI ,J (i j, km) is the similar-
ity between edge ik ∈ EI and edge jm ∈ EJ . Because
the neighbor graph is an undirected graph and the vertex or
edge similarity is non-negative, KI ,J is a symmetric matrix
with non-negative entries. The affinity matrix KI ,J is also
“global” because it contains all possible vertex similarity and
edge similarity, which is the key to global matching. Second,
vertex and edge similarity are specified. Since edges repre-
sent all position information of observed stars and using only
edges is enough for the graph matching, the vertex similarity
KI ,J (i j, i j) is defined as 0. The edge similarity KI ,J (i j, km)

is defined with the Gaussian kernel.

KI ,J (i j, km) = e−c|AI (i,k)−AJ ( j,m)|, (2)

where AI ,AJ are adjacencymatrices ofGI ,GJ , c is a positive
number to adjust themagnitude of the edge similarity. Appar-
ently, KI ,J (i j, km) ∈ (0, 1]. If and only if AI (i, k) equals to
AJ ( j,m), KI ,J (i j, km) equals to 1, which is the maximum
similarity between edge ik ∈ EI and edge jm ∈ EJ . The
larger the difference between AI (i, k) and AJ ( j,m) is, the
closer to 0 the similarity between edge ik ∈ EI and edge
jm ∈ EJ is.
The nI × nJ permutation matrix PI ,J is used to represent

vertex correspondences between GI and GJ .

PI ,J (i, j) =
{
1, If i ∈ VI corresponds to j ∈ VJ

0, Otherwise,
(3)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , nI , j = 1, 2, . . . , nJ . Then graph
matching problem could be formulated as a quadratic assign-
ment problem as follows (see [18,40] for details)

P∗
I ,J = argmax

(
vec(PI ,J )

T KI ,Jvec(PI ,J )
)

s.t. PI ,J (i, j) ∈ {0, 1}, i=1, 2, . . . , nI , j =1, 2, . . . , nJ

PI ,J1nJ ≤ 1nJ , PT
I ,J1nI ≤ 1nI ,

(4)

where vec(·) stacks all columns of a matrix to form a vector,
1nJ is an nJ length all-1 vector, the same for 1nI . Problem
(4) is an NP-hard integer optimization problem.

The spectral graph matching algorithm [18,40] is adopted
to find local optima of Problem (4) and establish vertex
correspondences between GI and GJ . The unit principal
eigenvector (the unit eigenvector corresponding to the maxi-
mum eigenvalue) γI ,J of KI ,J is calculated first. According
to the Perron–Frobenius theorem, the entries of γI ,J will be in
the interval [0, 1]. It has been proved that γI ,J is the optimal
solution of a simplified problem (relaxing the integer con-
straint to the unit constraint) of problem (4). Then γI ,J (i j)

could be seen as the confidence of correspondence between
vertex i ∈ VI and vertex j ∈ VJ . A binarization tech-
nique is utilized to transform γI ,J to vec(PI ,J ) (see [18,40]
for details). Then we reshape vec(PI ,J ) to the permutation
matrix PI ,J that represents vertex correspondences between
GI and GJ .

We propose a new matching error function to evaluate the
graphmatching results. Take the same example in Figs. 2 and
5 to illustrate the process. The graphmatching result between
GI = (VI , EI ) and GJ = (VJ , EJ ) is that vertex I , i, j ∈
VI correspond to vertex J , i, j ∈ VJ . So GJ corresponds to
the subgraph G ′

I (the solid portion) of GI . Note that vertex
k ∈ VI does not have correspondence in VJ because it is
caused by fake-star noise. We denote the adjacency matrix
of GI ,G ′

I ,GJ as AI ,A′
I ,AJ , respectively. A′

I is a trimmed
matrix of AI because G ′

I is the subgraph of GI . Then the
matching error δI ,J is given as follows.

δI ,J = ||A′
I − AJ ||F

min(nI , nJ )
, (5)

where || · ||F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix (the square
root of the sum of the squares of all entries of a matrix),
min(nI , nJ ) is the number of matched vertices. It could be
seen that δI ,J is only related to the corresponding parts of
the two graphs and has no relationship with vertex k in GI .
Usually, the noise vertex would not belong to the corre-
sponding parts of the two graphs, so the noise vertex would
not increase the matching error. This characteristic indicates
noise-tolerance ability.

The rough search and spectral graph matching are incor-
porated to complete star identification. For the main star I
in a stellar image, wI and AI are generated. wI is used for
the rough search to obtain the candidate main star set SI . For
each candidate main star J in SI , its neighbor graph GJ is
used to do graph matching with GI . The permutation matrix
PI ,J and the matching error δI ,J is calculated. Apparently,
the candidate main star that has the minimummatching error
and its neighbor stars is considered as the best identification
result of I and neighbor stars of I , respectively.

Dynamic search framework

In practice, setting a fixed Δw (the uncertainty of wI ) is not
appropriate for all cases because Δw is varied in different
cases. For example, Δw is small under the position noise,
while it is relatively large when lost-stars or fake-stars occur
at the boundary region of the neighbor circle. Therefore, if
Δw is set too large, more time is wasted unnecessarily in
some cases. If Δw is set too small, the failure rate would
increase because the true corresponding main star in more
cases would not in SI .
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Algorithm 1 The dynamic search framework
Given: the initial uncertainty of wI : Δw, the step size of Δw:
hΔw , the maximum of Δw: Δwmax, the threshold of matching error:
εδ

Define RoughSearch(wI ,Δw)
Generate SI = {J |wI − Δw ≤ wJ ≤ wI + Δw} through k-vector

range search
return SI

Define SpectralGraphMatching(AI ,AJ )
Construct affinity matrix KI ,J between GI and GJ
Calculate principle eigenvector γI ,J of KI ,J
Binarize and reshape γI ,J to permutation matrix PI ,J
Calculate matching error δI ,J using PI ,J
return PI ,J , δI ,J

Input: a stellar image
1: Select main star I through the stellar image
2: Construct GI , Calculate AI and wI
3: repeat
4: SI = RoughSearch(wI ,Δw)
5: for J in SI do
6: PI ,J , δI ,J = SpectralGraphMatching(AI ,AJ )
7: end for
8: J ∗ = argmin

J∈SI
δI ,J

9: Δw = Δw + hΔw

10: until δI ,J∗ ≤ εδ or Δw > Δwmax

11: if δI ,J∗ ≤ εδ then
12: return J ∗ and PI ,J∗ as star identification result
13: else
14: return identification failure
15: end if

We proposed a dynamic search framework (Algorithm 1)
based on increasing Δw to solve the above problems. For
the main star I in a stellar image, wI is calculated. Δw is set
small in the beginning. The rough search uses wI and Δw

to obtain the candidate main star set SI . For each candidate
main star J in SI , its neighbor graph GJ is used to match
withGI . The permutationmatrix PI ,J and thematching error
δI ,J is calculated.We denote the candidate main star with the
minimum matching error as J ∗.

J ∗ = argmin
J∈SI

δI ,J . (6)

Also, the minimum matching error is denoted as δI ,J∗ .
We preset a small enough matching error threshold εδ . If
δI ,J∗ ≤ εδ , then J ∗ is considered as the identification result
of I . Similarly, neighbor stars of J ∗ are considered as the
identification result of neighbor stars of I . If δI ,J∗ > εδ , we
enlarge Δw for a more throughout rough search and graph
matching. The process is repeated until δI ,J∗ is smaller than
εδ or Δw is large enough. Note that repeated searches are
excluded when Δw is enlarged. Star identification fails if
Δw is large enough. Note that the failure happens rarely, and
the failure is more desirable than the mis-identification.

Essentially, the dynamic search framework is a bi-level
optimization framework. The lower level is the accuracy

because the accuracy is always the first consideration. The
time consumption is minimized as much as possible under
the premise of high enough accuracy. So the upper level of
the bi-level optimization is the minimization of time con-
sumption.

Simulation and experiment

In this section, the simulation setting is described first. Then
three simulation experiments are conducted to test the pro-
posed algorithm, followed by three parameter experiments
to select hyper parameters. Finally, the proposed algorithm
is tested on real stellar images obtained by a star tracker on
an orbiting spacecraft.

Simulation setting

Simulated stellar images are generated for simulation exper-
iments. The resolution of the simulated stellar image is
1024 × 1024 px with a 20◦ × 20◦ field of view (FOV). To
project a database star i in the FOV into the image plane, the
unit vector of star i needs to be transformed from an inertial
based coordinate system into a star tracker based coordinate
system as follows.

vsi =
⎡

⎣
vsxi
v
sy
i

vszi

⎤

⎦ = Rx

(
β0 − π

2

)
Rz

(
α0 − π

2

)
vli , (7)

where Rx is the rotation matrix whose rotation axis is the x
axis and the same for Rz , (α0, β0) is the right ascension and
declination of the optical axis direction. Note that the vsi in
Eq. 7 is derived under the assumption that the roll angle of
CCD is 0◦. Then the centroid pixel coordinate (Xi , Yi ) of
star i is calculated.

Xi = − vsxi N x

2vszi tan
( FOV x

2

)

Yi = − v
sy
i N y

2vszi tan
( FOV y

2

) ,

(8)

where (Nx , N y) and (FOV x , FOV y) are the resolution and
FOV of CCD, respectively. Note that (Xi ,Yi ) is the centroid
pixel coordinate with the center of the image as the origin.
The simulated stellar image is obtained after projecting all
database stars in the FOV into the image plane.

The performance of star identification algorithms are eval-
uated by the accuracy, which is calculated through

Accuracy = NS

TN − NF
, (9)
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Table 1 The results of parameter selection

Parameter Meaning Value

r Radius of the neighbor circle 6◦

Δw Initial value of the uncertainty of wI 0.1◦

hΔw Step size of the uncertainty of wI 0.1◦

Δwmax Maximum of the uncertainty of wI 6◦

c Edge similarity adjustor 1.74

εδ Threshold of the matching error 0.4◦

whereTN is the total number of stellar images,NF is the num-
ber of identification failure, NS is the number of successfully
identified stellar images. A stellar image is considered to be
successfully identified if all observed stars in the neighbor
circle are identified. Note that TN = NF+NS+NM, where
NM is the number of mis-identified stellar images. TN−NF
is the number of identification with results returned.

Simulation experiment

To carry out simulation experiments, parameter experiments
are designed and implemented to select the following hyper
parameters (see “Parameter experiment”).

Simulation experiments are conducted to test the proposed
algorithm. The proposed algorithm is compared with pyra-
mid [26], MGrid [17] and ODVP algorithm [22]. Usually,
there are three types of noise in the stellar image, posi-
tion noise, lost-star noise and fake-star noise. Therefore,
three experiments are conducted to test three algorithms. The
first experiment tests the algorithms under position noise.
The second experiment is implemented under lost-star noise
mixed with position noise. The third one is about the fake-
star noise mixed with position noise. The performance of
the four algorithms is evaluated under the same simulation
conditions.

Position noise The position noise follows a Gaussian distri-
bution with mean 0 px, and the std is set from 0 px to 3 px
with the step of 0.5 px. The performance of the four algo-
rithms is shown in Fig. 6. Themean accuracy (MA), standard
deviation (stdA), range (RA) of the accuracy list are calcu-

Fig. 6 Accuracy under position noise

lated. They together with accuracy under the largest noise
(ALN) are shown in Table 2. The average performance of
the proposed algorithm is superior to the pyramid, MGrid
and ODVP algorithm. The proposed algorithm is also more
robust and stable than the three algorithms when position
noise increases. When the std of position noise is the largest
(3 px), the performance of the proposed algorithm is much
better than the three algorithms.We attribute the performance
improvement under position noise to the global matching
property of graph matching. First, the displacement brought
by position noise ismuch smaller than the radius of the neigh-
bor circle. Besides, all stars in the neighbor circle are viewed
as a whole during graphmatching. Therefore, the global geo-
metric information of stars in the neighbor circle is still kept
well under position noise and the accuracy also keeps stable.

Lost-star mixed with position noise The number of lost-star
is set as 1 and the setting of position noise is the same as
the first experiment. Figure 7 shows the statistical results of
the accuracy of the four algorithms. When the std of posi-
tion noise is small (0.0 and 0.5 specifically), the pyramid
algorithm (100%, 99.80%) performs slightly better than the
proposed algorithm (99.60%, 99.60%). However, with the
increase of position noise, the performance of the pyramid
algorithm decreases dramatically (94.9% when std of posi-
tion noise is 3.0). While the proposed algorithm still keeps a
quite high accuracy (mostly above 99%).Also, theMA, stdA,

Table 2 Performance comparison under different noise conditions

Position noise Lost-star mixed with position noise Fake-star mixed with position noise

Pyramid MGrid ODVP Ours Pyramid MGrid ODVP Ours Pyramid MGrid ODVP Ours

MA (%) 97.63 98.30 94.96 99.71 97.73 96.90 95.57 99.26 97.67 97.03 93.14 99.42

stdA (%) 1.86 1.09 3.93 0.22 1.86 1.26 3.74 0.38 1.84 1.30 5.05 0.28

RA (%) 5.20 3.60 9.67 0.60 5.10 4.43 11.64 0.97 4.90 3.80 14.70 0.85

ALN (%) 94.80 96.40 90.25 99.69 94.90 94.26 88.15 99.05 95.10 94.99 84.38 99.16

The bold terms mean better performance
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Fig. 7 Accuracy under 1 lost-star mixed with position noise

Fig. 8 Accuracy under 1 fake-star mixed with position noise

RA and ALN of three algorithms are calculated and shown
in Table 2. The proposed algorithm not only far surpasses
the three algorithms averagely, but is much more robust to
noise. The proposed algorithm greatly outperforms the three
algorithms under the largest position noise (std 3 px). The
performance improvement under lost-star noise is attributed
to the properties of graph matching and the design of the
matching error function. First, the graph matching could
match two graphs with different vertex numbers. Second, the
designed matching error is only related to the corresponding
parts of the two graphs. The neighbor graph of the stellar
image has fewer vertices than the corresponding database
neighbor graph under lost-star noise, so the corresponding
parts of the two graphs become smaller. The matching error
would not increase in this case mostly and the accuracy is
also not affected largely.

Fake-star mixed with position noise The number of fake-
star is set as 1 and the position noise setting is the same
as the above two experiments. The experiment results are
shown in Fig. 8. The pyramid algorithm (100%, 99.70%)
performs a little better than the proposed algorithm (99.70%,

99.39%) when the std of position noise is small (0.0 and
0.5 specifically). However, the proposed algorithm keeps a
quite high accuracy (always above 99%) with the increase
of position noise, while the performance of the pyramid
algorithm decreases dramatically (95.1% with std 3.0). The
MA, stdA, RA and ALN in Table 2 are used to compare
the performance of three algorithms. Obviously, the average
performance of the proposed algorithm is much better than
the pyramid, MGrid and ODVP algorithm. The robustness
of the proposed algorithm also outperforms the three algo-
rithms greatly. When the position noise is largest (std 3 px),
the identification of the proposed algorithm is much more
accurate than the three algorithms. The reason for perfor-
mance improvement under fake-star noise is similar to the
lost-star case. The fake-star vertices do not belong to the cor-
responding parts of the two graphs, so the fake-star noise
would not increase the matching error and the accuracy still
keeps at a quite high level.

As canbe seen through the abovedescription, the proposed
algorithm outperforms the pyramid, MGrid and ODVP algo-
rithm under the position noise, lost-star noise and fake-star
noise. More importantly, the accuracy of the proposed algo-
rithmdoes not decreasewith the increase of the position noise
in the above three experiments, but keeps relatively stable at
a quite high level. This indicates the good noise-tolerance
ability of the proposed algorithm.

Parameter experiment

Parameter experiments are designed and implemented to
select the hyper parameters in Table 1.

The radius of the neighbor circle r is set as 6◦ according
to the following experiment results. r is a critical parameter
of the proposed algorithm. If r is too small, there are fewer
neighbor stars, so the neighbor graph is relatively simple.
Naturally, the uniqueness of the neighbor graph decreases,
thus the possibility of mismatching increases. If r is too
large, the neighbor circlemaybeyond the image frame,which
causes some information loss and increases the mismatching
possibility. Therefore, r should keep the uniqueness of the
neighbor graph and the neighbor circle should fall into the
image frame as much as possible. The discussion above pro-
vides a method to select the best r . We randomly select the
right ascension and declination of the optical axis direction to
form a stellar image. The observed star closest to the image
center is selected as the main star I . We draw the smallest
circle centered on I and tangent to the image frame. The
angular separation between I and the tangent point could be
derived.We denote it as rmax because it is the maximum pos-
sible value of r tomake the neighbor circle fall into the image
frame (Fig. 9). We repeat the process 2000 times. The pro-
portion of simulations that satisfying r x < rmax is calculated
with different r x in region [4◦, 10◦] (Fig. 10). Obviously, the
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Fig. 9 The calculation of rmax. The triangle is the image center, and
I is the main star. The radius of the smallest circle centered on I and
tangent to the image frame is denoted as rmax

Fig. 10 The proportion of simulations satisfying r x < rmax with vari-
ous r x

larger r is, the more unique the neighbor graph is. Besides,
if r is less than rmax, the neighbor circle fully falls into the
stellar image. Therefore, the largest r x satisfying r x < rmax

in the proportion of near 100% is the best r . Thus we set r
as 6◦.

For the wI uncertainty, we set the initial value Δw as
0.1◦, the step size hΔw as 0.1◦, the maximum value Δwmax

as 6◦ based on following experiment results. First, the wI of
a randomly simulated stellar image is calculated. Then we
randomly add one of the three types of noise: position noise
with mean 0 px and std 1 px, 1 lost-star noise, 1 fake-star
noise. We calculate wn

I (wI under noise) of the stellar image
under noise. The difference value Δ is derived through

Δ = |wI − wn
I |.

The process is repeated 12,000 times. The proportion of sim-
ulations that satisfying Δ < Δx is calculated with different
Δx in region [0◦, 6◦] (Fig. 11). It could be seen that the max-
imum possible value for Δ is 6◦ in this experiment, so the
maximum value Δwmax is set as 6◦ to get high enough accu-

Fig. 11 The proportion of simulations satisfying Δ < Δx with various
Δx

racy. Usually, the smaller the initial value Δw and the step
size hΔw are, the faster the proposed algorithm could find the
matching result with small enough matching error to com-
plete star identification. Also, it could be seen in Fig. 11 that
Δ is quite small in most cases (less than 0.1 at 70%, less than
0.2 at 80%), which means a relatively smallΔw is enough to
complete star identification in most cases. Therefore, we set
the initial value Δw as 0.1◦ and the step size hΔw as 0.1◦.

The experiment results show that the edge similarity adjus-
tor c is not critical to identification results. We set c as 1.74
empirically.

We set the threshold of the matching error εδ as 0.4◦
according to the accuracy and failure rate with different εδ .
The failure rate is calculated through

Failurerate = NF

TN
,

where TN is the total identification number, NF is the num-
ber of identification failure. εδ is influential to identification
results. If εδ is too small, the accuracy increases, while
the failure rate goes up. If εδ is too large, the failure rate
decreases, but the accuracy goes down. Note that the failure
is more desirable than the mis-identification, so we pay more
attention to the accuracy rather than the failure rate. There-
fore, the best εδ results in quite high accuracy and relatively
low failure rate. To select εδ that has good error tolerance
ability, the large position noise condition is taken into con-
sideration. The position noise follows aGaussian distribution
with mean 0 px and standard deviation (std) 3 px. The results
are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. It could be seen that the accu-
racy and failure rate both decrease with the increase of εδ

roughly. When εδ is smaller than or equal to 0.4◦, the accu-
racy is quite high (near 100%). When εδ is larger than or
equal to 0.4◦, the failure rate is stable at around 2%, which is
a relatively low failure rate under such a large position noise
condition. Thus, we set εδ as 0.4◦.
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Fig. 12 Accuracy with different εδ

Fig. 13 Failure rate with different εδ

Orbiting experiment on real data

To compare the proposed algorithm with the pyramid and
modified grid algorithm on real data, we collect some stellar
images obtained by a star tracker on an orbiting spacecraft.
The FOV and resolution of the star tracker are 19.7◦ × 11.2◦
and 1920× 1080 px, respectively. Some parameters are res-
elected to adapt to the characteristics of the star tracker. The
visual magnitude threshold is set as 5.0. The radius of the
neighbor circle r is set as 5◦. The threshold of the matching
error εδ is set as 0.2◦.

The comparison results are shown as follows. For a spe-
cific identification case, the proposed algorithm achieves
star identification successfully, while the pyramid algorithm
reports identification failure because of large noise, and the
MGrid and ODVP algorithm return worse mis-identification.
The stellar image is shown in Fig. 14. We invert its gray val-
ues for better visualization (Fig. 15a). The star nearest the
image center is selected as the main star I . Centering on
I , there are five neighbor stars falling into the neighbor cir-
cle. Through our proposed algorithm, I is identified as the

Fig. 14 The stellar image obtained from a star tracker on an orbiting
spacecraft

Fig. 15 The star identification results of the stellar image obtained from
a star tracker on an orbiting spacecraft. The main star I in the orbiting
stellar image corresponds to database star 123035 (themain star J ). The
correspondences between neighbor stars of I and J are illustrated using
circles with the same color. The database star 123035 (circled with the
red dotted circle) indicates lost-star noise

database star 123005 (the SAO catalog star whose catalog
number is 123005). We denote the database star 123005 as
J . The stars in the neighbor graph of J are shown in Fig. 15b.
The correspondences between neighbor stars of I and J are
illustrated using circles with the same color. Therefore, the
five neighbor stars of I are identified as the database stars
123013, 123107, 123140, 122671, 122754, respectively. It
could also be seen that the database star 123035 (circled with
the red dotted circle) could not find its corresponding star in
Fig. 15a because of lost-star noise. Thus, the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm on real data is verified.
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Fig. 16 The proportion of time consumption t satisfying t < tx with
various tx

Time consumption analysis

Our approach is applied in lost-in-space case, where no prior
attitude information is available. In practice, after the attitude
is calculated in lost-in-space case, approaches for recursive
case where some prior attitude information is available could
be applied [33]. Naturally, the time consumption for lost-in-
space case is relatively larger than that for recursive case,
so the demand of time consumption for lost-in-space case is
relatively lower. Our algorithm is implemented in Python and
evaluated on an Intel i7-8700 CPU. The time consumption
in our simulation experiments is collected and analyzed. The
results are shown in Fig. 16. It could be seen that 60% of
the stellar images could be identified in 1 second, which is
acceptable considering the high accuracy.

Discussion

In this paper, we provide a fresh graph-matching-based per-
spective for star identification. The practical significance and
the future research are described as follows.

First, our algorithm could achieve global matching for all
stars in the neighbor circle, which ismore reliable in practice.
In our approach, all star vertices (except fake-star vertices)
couldfind their correspondences amongdatabase stars. These
increase the uniqueness of the neighbor graph of each star,
thus improving the accuracy. Directly matching the neighbor
graph of the stellar image with a global graph constructed by
all database stars is an ideal solution. However, due to the
constraints of calculation ability, the direct matching is not
achievable so far. Our method is a step closer to the direct
matching, which belongs to our future work.

Second, the lost-star noise or fake-star noise would not
increase the matching error, bringing good noise-tolerance
ability. It is described before that the matching error is only
related to the corresponding parts of the two graphs. When
the fake-star noise happens, the fake-star vertices would not
belong to the corresponding parts of the two graphs, so the
fake-star noise would not increase the matching error. When
the lost-star noise happens, some star vertices in the cor-
responding database neighbor graph would not find their
correspondence in the neighbor graph of the stellar image.
Thus, the corresponding parts of the two graphs become
smaller. The matching error would not increase in this case
mostly. These discussions support that the proposed algo-
rithmhasgoodnoise-tolerance ability. It also provides a novel
thought for the design of better error functions.

Third, our method can be extended for incomplete global
matching, which belong to our future research. When lost-
star noise and fake star noise happen simultaneously, the true
matching result is an incomplete global matching. That is
to say, some vertices in GI can not find correspondences
in GJ because of the lost-star noise. Also, some vertices
in GJ can not find correspondences in GI due to the fake-
star noise. In such cases, a small change is needed to adapt
to the incomplete global matching. As mentioned before,
γI ,J (i j) could be seen as the confidence of correspondence
between vertex i in GI and vertex j in GJ . Therefore, we
can set a minimum confidence threshold, then exclude all
the corresponding relationships with confidence less than
the threshold. The incomplete global matching could be
achieved. By the way, the same technique could be used for
time consumption reduction. We can set another maximum
confidence threshold, only when the maximum correspond-
ing confidence is greater than the threshold, can we carry
out the following steps, including binarization, reshape and
matching error calculation. Thus the time consumption could
be reduced.

Conclusion

A novel star identification approach based on graph match-
ing has been proposed for the attitude determination of
spacecraft. The proposed approach contains rough search,
graphmatching, and a dynamic search framework. The rough
search utilizes the k-vector range search to reduce the search
scale. The graph matching is adopted to finely identify stars.
The dynamic search framework is actually a bi-level opti-
mization framework with the accuracy optimization as the
lower level and the minimization of time consumption as the
upper level. Our proposed approach could achieve global
matching for all stars in the neighbor circle. Simulation
experiments under the position noise, lost-star noise, and
fake-star noise conditions all outperform higher accuracy
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compared with the pyramid, MGrid and ODVP algorithm
in most cases. Directly matching the neighbor graph of the
stellar image with a global graph constructed by all database
stars is a better solution, which is what our further study
would focus on.
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